Ongoing Project
God wants this project repeated every three months. In Earth realms, Co-Op residents will need to dowse God Scores at the conclusion of a shared meal.

Project Participants
Everyone, age 15 and over

Need To Know Information About God’s Scores
Dowsing and my experiences with energy attacks have helped me to understand:

• **Chauvinists**
  All men (on planet Earth, in Earth Realms, and in the Home Worlds) are chauvinists (definition: a prejudiced belief in the superiority of one’s own gender, group, or kind). Dowsed percentages of chauvinism range from 10% to 100%.

• **Misogynists**
  Thirty percent of all men are misogynists (hatred of women). Dowsed percentages of range from 10% to 100%. I never knew the meaning of the word misogynist until college. Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), a German philosopher, is one of the most famous misogynists (See: [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Schopenhauer](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Schopenhauer)).

• **Misanthropes**
  Thirty percent of the Minors are misanthropes (hatred, or dislike of humans). I never knew the meaning of the word misanthrope until I read about actor Hugh Laurie’s character in House (Dr. Gregory House) as a “pain medication-dependent, unconventional, misanthropic medical genius.”

Most people have heard of the expression Machiavellian and understand that the word refers to someone who lies and manipulates. I believe Sirians have deliberately created tension between groups as a method of control.

Niccolò Machiavelli (1469-1527) was an Italian historian and humanist who wrote a book about how to acquire and maintain power. His book is called *The Prince*. Machiavelli says a “Prince should encourage rivalries between competing individuals or groups within the dominion, so that no individual or group can become strong enough to challenge his sovereignty.” Machiavelli’s portrait and statue show him making a gesture with his left hand (see next page).
Machiavelli’s biographers call him a humanist. I was not familiar with the word humanist until I started work on God’s ebook project. The dictionary says a humanist is “a person having a strong interest in or concern for human welfare, values, and dignity,” but it’s really a philosophical movement that was founded by a Persian philosopher named Zarathustra, or Zoroaster (mid-sixth century B.C.). Zoroaster is considered a prophet of ENKI’s who Zoroaster called Ahura Mazda and his movement represents a split from God. Today’s American Humanism Association has a tag line that says, “Good Without a God” see: http://americanhumanist.org/

**Strategy For Repairing Harm Caused by Sirians**
When a person is ill with an infection, the first step is to rid the body of the infectious organism and then repair any tissue damage. God has been removing Earth’s criminals and there is a considerable amount of training required to create changes in behavior.

**Dowsed Scores on a Scale From 1 to 10**
Once every three months, members of each canopy group (Co-Op) need to meet and dowsed the following traits (dowse a number from 1 to 10):

- Racist
- Xenophobe
- Prejudiced
- Chauvinist
- Misogynist
- Maturity level
A score that shows improvement illustrates that a person accepts responsibility for their actions and takes steps to improve. One of the reasons this is important is because adults are responsible for training children. Group conversations at shared meals are particularly important. Mature people will have the best scores. At the present time, there are very few mature people on Earth. Conversations about fictional characters on favorite television shows can fill in the gaps that exist with missing role models. Discuss episodes that illustrate how the Star Trek captains and crew (Picard, Sisko, Janeway and Worf) do the “Right Thing” or Teach. Examples include:

“The First Duty”
Wesley doesn’t believe he can lie to the board, but Sito tells him not to volunteer any additional information. Captain Picard reminds Wesley that “A lie of omission is still a lie!”

“Reunion”
At the ship’s Day Care Center:

There are SEVERAL CHILDREN playing, ages 5 to 10. Alexander is being taught how to play a game using large blocks and balls by three other kids. As he tries his hand at the game... but instead of following the rules, he just grabs all the blocks to the protest of the other kids. They try to stop him... Alexander bares his teeth, as if to challenge them all... just as Worf’s HAND suddenly moves into frame and restrains him.

Worf (to his son Alexander) “There is no honor in attacking the weak.”

Notes:
1. Star Trek captains dowse a maturity level of 9.
2. All television and films (viewed by Co-Op residents) need to have characters that
dowse a maturity level of at least 7.
3. J.J. Abrams' *Star Trek: Into Darkness* contains a scene with Klingons who have no
honor. Zoe Saldana, who plays Uhura, approaches a group of Klingons thinking that
she will be safe because they have honor. To her surprise, they do not. This film is not
popular with Star Trek fans.

**Series on Honor** from the *Art of Manliness* men's interest magazine
- **Part 1:** What is Honor?
- **Part II** - The Decline of Traditional Honor in the West, Ancient
  Greece to the Romantic Period
- **Part III** - The Victorian Era and the Development of the Stoic-
  Christian Code of Honor
- **Part IV** - The Gentlemen and the Roughs: The Collision of Two
  Honor Codes in the American North
- **Part V:** Honor in the American South
- **Part VI:** The Decline of Traditional Honor in the West in the 20th
  Century
- **Part VII:** How and Why to Revive Manly Honor in the Twenty-First
  Century

**Television With Discussions About Virtues or The Golden Rule**
- "The Quest," Part 1, *Stargate SG-1*
- "Aunt Bee The Crusader," *The Andy Griffith Show*
- "The Horse Trader," *The Andy Griffith Show*
- *(Extra Link)* Lion Goodman's Master List of Virtues

5. Maturity level is EXTREMELY important. It is very hard for a mature person to
associate with an immature person just as it is very hard for a neat person to live with
someone who is sloppy.
6. God has a maturity level of 100. Fortunately, He is the epitome of a Service to Others
Being (and very patient). *The Ra Material* books (4 original printed volumes) contain
Ra's channeled thoughts on Service to Others (STO) beings and Service to Self
(STS). Ra is the father in ancient gods of Egyptian Ennead (see: [http://articles.x10.mx/family.html](http://articles.x10.mx/family.html)). Ra was Sirian and he had 100% original God-created
genetics. His offspring had 50% and then 30% God-created genetics. Today, the
family members are 100% artificial.